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Recently, Chinese people’s ideology on tourism and leisure entertainment has been 
converted and upgraded with the economic development and living standard 
improvement. A new mode, which is to build the tourism complex, is easy to be noticed 
in projects of innovative real estate enterprises, tourism groups and local governments. 
This trend should be the main stream in the tourism and leisure industry in a long period 
of time. A mutual development with other relating industries, such as agriculture, sports, 
culture, and so on, indicates the direction of the future of real estate innovation, 
transformation of tourism and more important the regional upgrading led by government. 
Therefore,more projects of comprehensive regional development, raised by local 
governments, real estate enterprises, tourism groups and business management enterprises, 
point to the new mode “tourism complex”, in order to comply with market requirements 
and create greater integrated benefits.           
 
The Shibawu Modern Agricultural and Tourism Complex is located at the first 
eco-industry town in Qiandao Lake area. Based on local landscape resources, A modern 
Eco-agriculture countryside tour and living destination is to be constructed with the 
subject of Eco-Agriculture sightseeing and orientation of whole industry chain operation. 
There are two backgrounds: firstly, the mode changes from simple sightseeing to diverse 
leisure entertainments with the coming of the leisure industry times and economic 
development; secondly, The combination of leisure tourism and modern agriculture have 
the strong powder to upgrade, integrate and motivate various industries, and finally 
enhance the comprehensive regional developments. 
The modern agriculture and tourism complex project in this article is based on local 
resources of agriculture, forest, fishing, landscape, outdoor leisure, cultural and creative 
business, hostels and hotels. We absorb the mature agricultural industry mode and 
specialist system in other areas, such as Taiwan, to link whole industry chain and to 
explore an exemplary beautiful rural reconstruction . It is different from simple 
investment or real estate development mode. The leisure industry and agriculture 
upgrading will be realized to attract deep consumption of tourists.  
Starting from the concept of modern agriculture/tourism complex and the relating 
business mode, this article analyzes characters of the complex, then takes the example of 
the Shibawu modern agriculture and tourism complex, combines advantages of tour 
resources, natural resources, policy, etc., to performs the feasible research. We hope to 
establish a format for the promotion of modern agriculture and tourism complex.  
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山”为黄金旅游线。截止 1997 年底，千岛湖共开发景点 23 个、游船 58 艘、宾
馆饭店 28 家、旅行社 15 家，进入发展的“快车道”。快速扩张主要体现在数量
及内容要素上，但管理经营较为粗放。 
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